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Exactly who their reader is …

A Good Copywriter Knows:



Where their work will be seen …



What action they want the 
reader to take.



What We’re 
Going to Cover 

Copywriting Club

Week 1 

Week 2

Week 3

Understanding  
Your Audience

Writing Basics

Understanding the 
Medium: Shortform



What We’re 
Going to Cover 

Copywriting Club

Week 4 

Week 5

Week 6

The Psychology 
of Choice

Tips & Tricks

Understanding the 
Medium: Longform





The Agenda

1. Lesson 3 Review: Writing With Purpose

2. Scriptwriting 101

3. Email

4. Q&A



Lesson 3 Review:
Writing With Purpose

CHAPTER ONE



Omit needless words.
THE GOLDEN RULE



Give every word a purpose.
THE INVERSE



What you write depends 
on where you write it.



Write an objective statement:

Get people who need to (job),

I want to:

are (awareness of brand), and 

(awareness of product category), 

to (specific action)

on (platform and device).



Get people who need to 
spend less on razor blades,

I want to:

are familiar with Harry’s, and

familiar with monthly-delivery razors, 

to tap the CTA button

on Facebook mobile.





Text

Headline

Details CTA Button

Creative Copy



2. Explains creative

3. Drives action

1. Grabs attention



Longform Shortform

● Paid social ad copy
● Organic social captions
● Paid search copy
● Copy on creative

● Email
● Video scripting
● Blogs
● Website Copy

Our Definition



Our Definition

Longform Shortform

One major piece of copy A copy sequence



How do you build a 
compelling copy sequence? 

THE BIG QUESTION



Scriptwriting 101

CHAPTER TWO





Incitement

Complication/
Crisis

Climax

Resolution

Aftermath

Balance Balance
Quest

Protagonist



Life as a moisture 
farmer

Aunt & Uncle killed

Capture & Escape 
from Death 

Star/Discovery of 
Rebel Base

Assault on Death Star

Destruction of Death Star

Empire on the Run

Life as a Pilot/JediQuest

Luke Skywalker

Star Wars



Contentment

Problem Arises

Failure of 
available solutions

Discovery of product

Product fixes problem

Problem is eliminated

ContentmentQuest

Customer

Customer Journey



Statement of Problem

Intensification 
of Problem

Product Reveal

Benefits + 
Proof

Call to Action
Customer

Advertising Story



Product 
Reveal

Hook

Benefits
Proof

CTA



Advertising

Proof

CTAStatement of Problem

Intensification of 
problem

Product 
Reveal

Benefits



How much story 
needs to be told?



Ex 1: Fashion 
Apparel Brand

Statement of Problem

Intensification 
of problem

Product Reveal

Call to Action

Benefits + 
Proof



Ex 1: Fashion 
Apparel Brand

Intensification 
of problem

Product Reveal

Call to ActionStatement of Problem

Benefits + 
Proof



Ex 1: Fashion 
Apparel Brand

Statement of Problem

Intensification 
of problem

Product Reveal

Call to Action

Benefits + 
Proof



Ex 1: Fashion 
Apparel Brand

Statement of Problem

Intensification 
of problem

Product Reveal

Call to Action

Hook

Benefits + 
Proof



Ex 2: Haircare Product

Statement of Problem

Intensification 
of problem

Product Reveal

Call to Action

Benefits + 
Proof



Intensification 
of problem

Product Reveal

Call to Action

Benefits + 
Proof

Statement of Problem

Ex 2: Haircare Product
Hook



Intensification 
of problem

Product Reveal

Call to Action

Benefits + 
Proof

Ex 3: Lotion in a Bar

Statement of Problem



Intensification 
of problem

Product Reveal

Call to Action

Benefits + 
Proof

Ex 3: Lotion in a Bar

Hook

Statement of Problem



Ex 4: Remarketing

Statement of Problem

Intensification 
of problem

Product Reveal

Call to Action

Benefits + 
Proof



Ex 4: Remarketing

Statement of Problem

Intensification 
of problem

Product Reveal

Call to Action

Benefits + 
Proof

Hook



Don’t retell the parts of the story 
your audience already knows.

THREE RULES

1
Put the most interesting 
piece of information first.2
Never make anything other than your 
customer the protagonist of the story.3



Email



✅ Email as a “copy sequence”

✅ Parts of emails that need writing 

✅ How to approach email copy

✅ Content, tone & audience

✅ Evaluating copy success

What We’ll 
Cover



“Your headline has only one job — to stop 
your prospect and compel him to read the 
second sentence of your ad. In exactly the 
same way, your second sentence has only 
one job — to force him to read the third 
sentence of your ad. And the third 
sentence — and every additional sentence 
in your ad — has exactly the same job.”

- Eugene Schwartz, Breakthrough 
Advertising

Review …



“Your subject line has only one job — to 
stop your prospect and compel him to 
open your email. In exactly the same way, 
your headline has only one job — to force 
him to read the first sentence of your 
email. And the second sentence — and 
every additional sentence in your email — 
has exactly the same job.”

- Not Eugene Schwartz, Not 
Breakthrough Advertising

Let’s think about email … 



Copywriting 
for Email



Copywriting 
for Email
Special thanks to our Adjunct Professors!

Cassidy Monforte

Cara Wood

Diandra Morales



Parts of an email
(that need writing)



Email Parts
Email is ultimately a 
sequence of copy 
that guides you to a 
specific action.

Subject Line

Sender Name

Preview Text

Header

Headline

Image 
(header image, 

specifically)

Body

CTA



Subject Line & 
Sender Name

An email’s first 
impression



Subject Line & 
Sender Name

An email’s first 
impression

Subject line

Sender Name



Using Sender Name

✅ Connect to your brand & campaign

✅ Consider using the actual name of a 
sender or person in your organization (i.e. CEO 
name)

✅ Consider this part a “friendly from” — it 
makes your email more conversational



Use friendly froms that match your campaign

INBOUND is a 
conference hosted 
by HubSpot, but 
here they use a 
specific INBOUND 
campaign



Use friendly froms with a person’s name

Aaron spoke at a 
conference, so we 
used his name in 
the follow-up 
email



Use friendly froms with a person’s name

Aaron spoke at a 
conference, so we 
used his name in 
the follow-up 
email

 44.1% Open Rate🔥  



When “friendly froms” match the 
topic of the subject line, open rates 
can increase ~30% (B2B)*

TIP:

– Jay Schwedelson, Worldata



Using Subject Lines

✅ Your chance to convince the recipient to 
open your message

✅ Remember: Be conversational

✅ Being vague doesn’t make you creative



Using Subject Lines

✅ Your chance to convince the recipient to 
open your message

✅ Remember: Be conversational

✅ Being vague doesn’t make you creative

Morning Brew 
always uses a 
coffee cup emoji in 
every subject line



Subject Line Tips

✅ Put or allude to the offer or topic in the subject line

✅ Use “you” or “your” – conversational 

✅ Mind the length: Test your email to see if the subject line gets cut off in the email client

✅ Experiment with emojis, questions, ellipses, or other aspects to help it stand out

✅ Make it punchy, and always omit needless words



Preview Text

Desktop



Preview Text

Mobile



Using Preview Text

✅ Preview text is an additional opportunity to capture interest 

✅ Concisely state the content of the email

🔥 Hot Take from Prof. Monforte: 

Not all inboxes display this text, so it should support the overall message 
without being essential. 



Header & 
Headline

Keep reading 👀



Not every email has a 
headline. That’s okay.

TIP:



If you use a headline, make sure 
it’s clear and not redundant.

YOUR OBJECTIVE:



What’s the headline?



What’s the headline?

Header image
(branding)



What’s the headline?

Header image
(branding)



What’s the headline?

Header image
(branding)



What’s the headline?

Header image
(branding)

Headline



What’s the headline?

Header image
(branding)

Headline



What’s the headline?



Using Headers & Headlines

✅ Use your header & logo to identify your brand 

✅ Use the headline to highlight the main feature or topic of your email

🔥 Hot Take from Prof. Monforte: 

Headers can sometimes also contain navigation options, rewards program 
info, etc.



CTA

Click that 💩



Types of CTAs
And how to use them



CTA

Short sentence



CTA

Short sentence



Sentence CTA

1. Think headline length: 5ish words

2. Think context: Newsletter

3. Think positioning: Visible & clear

🔥 Hot Take from Prof. Monforte: 

Avoid too many different calls to action. The core action you’re trying to get 
the user to take should be understandable at a glance.



CTA

Button



CTA

Button



Button CTA

1. Think short: 2-3 words

2. Think context: Visual

3. Think positioning: Centered vs. right/left justified

🔥 Hot Take from Prof. Morales: 

Get creative! Depending on the brand, see what other CTAs you can come up 
besides just "Shop Now" or "Learn More". Use CTAs that are more engaging like 
"Take Me There" or "I Want This" that continue telling the story.



…

AARON ORENDORFF’S FAVORITE CTA FORMULA



I WANT TO _____.

AARON ORENDORFF’S FAVORITE CTA FORMULA



I WANT TO [CTA].

AARON ORENDORFF’S FAVORITE CTA FORMULA



I WANT TO [CLICK HERE].

AARON ORENDORFF’S FAVORITE CTA FORMULA

👎



I WANT TO [SHOP NOW].

AARON ORENDORFF’S FAVORITE CTA FORMULA

👎



I WANT TO [GET CEO-LEVEL ADVICE].

AARON ORENDORFF’S FAVORITE CTA FORMULA

👍



I WANT TO [STOP SENDING BAD EMAILS].

AARON ORENDORFF’S FAVORITE CTA FORMULA

👍



Email Body



Writing your email body 
content



When you write for email, imagine you’re 
on a store floor talking to an actual 
customer.

How to 
Approach 
Email Copy

From Prof. Wood



Use “you”
A SIMPLE TIP



People skim emails.
THE SAD TRUTH



People skim emails.
THE SAD TRUTH

🔥 Hot Take from Prof. Monforte: 

People spend an average of 8 seconds reading an email (if we’re lucky 
enough that they’ve opened it in the first place).



Make it scannable.
THE SOLUTION



✅ The content of every sentence is important.

✅ Write one sentence so it leads to the next; one 
section so it leads to the other.

✅ The way sentences are structured keeps the 
eye moving all the way down to your CTA.

✅ Use subheadings to break up the content. 

Scannable 
Emails



Gather the right data to address the person’s first 
name … 

Parts to 
Consider

Greeting



Use headings or dividers … 

Parts to 
Consider

Scannable Sections



Use headings or dividers … 

Parts to 
Consider

Scannable Sections



Use emojis 😍

Parts to 
Consider

Scannable Lists



✅ Ultimately, email is to a real person 

✅ Give them valuable content that’s relevant to 
what they signed up for

✅ Always link to relevant content on your site

✅ Tell a story

Content & 
Tone

Who are you talking 
to? 



Consider the tone of who you’re writing from:

✅ Your business generally? Be professional.

✅ A personality at your business? Write like they 
talk.

✅ A brand? Use the brand voice.

Content & 
Tone

How do you want to 
talk to them?



Using Body Copy

✅ The amount of body copy depends on the type of email:

● Newsletters will have more. 
● Mobile: Think “above the fold”

✅ Body copy guides the reader to the CTA

✅ Hierarchy: Highlight the main message or offer first, then everything else

🔥 Hot Take from Prof. Morales: 

From the subject line to the final block in your email, tie your copy together 
for it to flow and take your subscriber (hopefully) all the way to the end of 
your email.



Measuring Email Copy 
Success



Did they click on it?
IF YOU HAVE A CTA …



Our highest 
clicked email

(in the past year)*

*that I wrote 😇



Our highest 
clicked email

(in the past year)*

*that I wrote 😇

11.04% CTR🔥











A Similar, 
Less-Good 
Email



A Similar, 
Less-Good 
Email 3.99% CTR





If the topics are similar, why 
did they perform differently?

THE QUESTION:



Why This Email Performed Worse

A few possibilities … 

✅ Timing

● Email 1 was sent in August, way before BFCM
● Email 2 was sent in November, in the thick of it

✅ Did not use “you” or “your” in the subject line (not as conversational)

✅ Long headline with more text in the header image



This email had multiple CTAs. Email 1 did not.



Engaging Different Types of 
Readers



Who Reads An Email

🤩 Highly motivated
✅ Clicks through without reading the whole thing

✅ Needs a clear & concise message so they don’t miss anything 

🔥 Hot Take from Prof. Monforte



Who Reads An Email

🤔 Intrigued but not convinced
✅ Likely to read the content more closely

✅ Use body copy to address concerns & reduce friction

✅ Build your case for clicking that CTA

🔥 Hot Take from Prof. Monforte



Who Reads An Email

🙄 Not motivated
✅ Opens but exits without reading the whole thing

✅ OR, doesn’t open in the first place

✅ Focus on capturing attention

✅ Use subject lines, headlines, etc. to keep them interested

🔥 Hot Take from Prof. Monforte



Who Reads An Email

🤩 Highly motivated

🤔 Intrigued but not convinced

🙄 Not motivated

⬆ Each email part is important to engage all three



Questions?



Thank You!


